plywood

decoratives

MDF

OSB

chipboard

door blanks

hardboard

flexi products

blockboard

panel processing

a complete range of
panel products

www.hanson-plywood.co.uk

company profile
hanson plywood ltd carry some of
the largest and most varied stocks
in the north of england.
the company is ideally situated in
halifax to service customers
throughout the region on the
company’s own dedicated
fleet of vehicles.
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delivery
requirements
are met
within
48 hours

www.hanson-plywood.co.uk
Hanson Plywood offer a bespoke
service tailored to the client’s
individual requirements across a
large number of industries, ranging
from general construction
companies through to high quality
furniture manufacturers.

The company’s new state of the art
warehouse development incorporates
the very latest purpose built Combilift
trucks which enable maximum
capacity and flexibility of stock
handling and storage.

It is part of our company policy to
constantly assess our suppliers.
This ensures that we supply products
which are manufactured from timbers
sourced from properly managed and
sustainable forests.
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a comprehensive
range of stock
The new head office and warehouse
facility ensures that quality of product
and the best service will be guaranteed
for many years to come.
We are also able to offer from our wide
network of suppliers, add on services
and processing services such as
cutting, machining, laminating
and veneering.

leading
supplier of a
complete
range of panel
products
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By working closely with the market
leaders within this specialist industry,
we can offer best available product
and service.

efficient and
knowledgeable staff
www.hanson-plywood.co.uk
Investment in staff and the latest
technology help Hanson Plywood to
deliver the goods you require on-time,
within budget and the correct
specification for the job.
The sales team has a wealth of
experience ensuring that we help you
decide on the most appropriate
product for your particular
requirement.

With a recent investment in the
latest bisTrack software system,
Hanson Plywood has further
enhanced the supply chain efficiency
ensuring the company meets your
supply expectations both now and in
the future.
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full commitment to
the preservation of
the environment

We have both FSC and PEFC certification and aim
to continue to promote the use of materials that
are certified within these schemes.
We operate with the expected industry standards,
ISO 9001:2000, we are members of the Timber
Trade Federation and are signatories to the
Responsible Purchasing Policy.
It is recognised that our particular industry is a
key player in promoting the use of timber products
and has a considerable influence in ensuring that
the world’s natural resources are preserved
for future generations.
We at Hanson Plywood are fully committed to
ensuring that we continue to support all efforts
to preserve the environment.
Our aim is to create a path of sustainability,
through the development of a balance between
the economic, environmental and social
aspects of our business.
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sheds

staging

boat building
sheds

seating

timber frame

laminating & veneering

boat building

toys

signs

vehicle bodies
fire surrounds

doors

shopfitting
barfitting
hoarding & fencing

shopfitting

flooring

timber frame

exceeding
standards
where possible

www.hanson-plywood.co.uk
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drakes industrial estate,
shay lane,
ovenden,
halifax
hx3 6rl
tel:
01422 330444
fax:
01422 330706
email: panels@hanson-plywood.co.uk
www.hanson-plywood.co.uk

